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A differential two person game with fixed time of termination is considered. 
The dynamics of the pursued object is described by a nonlinear differential 
vector equation, and the pursuing object executes a simple motion ; its vector 

diagram consists of a polyhedron of a special form. The class of these poly - 
hedrons includes e.g. simplexes . Additional assumptions are used to show 
that the set of all points from which the pursuer may realize the arrival of the 
phase vector at the terminal set exactly at the instant 7, coincides with the 
analogous set for the programed strategies. An example is given. 

In the theory of differential games, the problem of determining in which case 
the capture may be realized by the time of the first absorption, is of considerable im - 
portance [l-3 1. A class of games for which this condition holds, is described below. 

Let us consider a differential game described by the following equations of 
motion : 

!/’ = f (y, 4, z’ = I( (1) 

1, E I?, z E E”, Ii (1) E P c I?“, v (t) E Q c E” 

Here II (t) and u (1) are the controls of the pursuing and pursued objects, El’, E”, and 
EX denote the Euclidean spaces of dimension u, v and x respectively. The terminal 

set is given in the form 

where (1‘ is a continuous function mapping $ in E” and the product El” X I? is an 

Euclidean space of dimension 11 -i- v). 

We introduce the following constraints : the function j (Y, U) is continuous in 
II and v. satisfies the Lipschitz condition in 1 Y and a constant (’ exists such that 

the. inequality tr ,- v . 

(Y’l (!/> v)) 4 c (II Y 11% + 1) 
(3) 

holds for all Y and U. The functions u (t) and v (t) are measurable, the set G is closed 
and the sets P and Q are compacts. In addition the set P is convex and for every 

0 < E < 1 and for vector z cz E” there exists a vector r E p such that 

P [I ((1 ~- F) P + z) !1 (1 - F) p +- cr (4 ) 

Let D (yo, .c) be a set of attainability, for the controlled process described by 
the first equation of (1). from the point T/O by the time -c , i.e. if we denote by Y 
the set of solutions of this equation with the initial condition y (6) = Yol then 

D (YO, T) = {MI E El* I 3Y (0 E I’, !,I = !, (al)} 

We assume that the function (p is such that for every Y cz Et” the setup (D (y, 4) 
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which traverses the vector cp (IJ~) when the vector y, traverses D (y, .t), satisfies the 
inclusion 

cp (D (Y, r)) C cp (Y) + -CZJ 

The above condition guarantees that, if in the initial position (when t = 0) z (t) = 
cp (y (t)), then the pursuer, in the course of his motion, knowing the control of the 

pursued player, can maintain this equality. 
Let us define the set T, (M) consisting of such, and only such points zo = 

(!/ o, z,,), that for every measurable control u (t) there exists a measurable control u (t) 
such that the solution of the system (1) corresponding to the initial 20 5 (T) E M. 

Taking into account the special form of the second equation of motion (1) and 
of the terminal set (2). we can write 

T, (M) = ((~0, 20) E EP X E’ I D (yo, e) C G, cp (D (~0, z)) E zo + TP} 

Let 0 = (0 = to < t1 < . . . < tk = T} be an arbitrary final subdivision of the segment 
We assume that zi = tt - ti_l, 1 < i .S k and 

T,” (M) = fl T,, VT, (. . . (TTk (M)) . . .)) 
0 

The meaning of the set T,’ (44) is, that in the differential game of pursuit 
(i. e. with discrimination of the pursued ), the set separates out those, and only those 
initial points from which the pursuer can realize the arrival of the phase vector at the 
terminal set M exactly at the instant z [3.4]. 

Theorem. If the assumptions (1) - (5 ) all hold, then 

T,’ (M)= T,(M), Vr),O (‘3) 

Proof. We shall show that the following inclusion takes place : 

T,, G",, W)) 3 T+,+51W)v 
(7 ) 

Q ~1, tz >o 

Let the point 50 = (YO> zo) E TT1+,* (M) and assume that the pursued player 
has chosen a control v (t) on the segment [0, ~1. Denoting the solution of the first 
equation of (1) with initial condition y (0) = YO by Y (t) and setting ~1 = Y (~1)~ we 

have 

cp (D (~1, 7~)) C cp (D (YO, ‘tl + ~2)) C ~0 + @I -k 3) p 

Condition (5 ) yields 

cp (D (YI, ~2)) C cp (~1) + 5 p 

(8) 

(9) 

Taking into account (4)) we conclude from (8) and (9) that a vector P E t, 
P i- 4, exists such that q (D (~1, 72)) C M’ + r. Choosing u (t) = (r - zo) / 71 with 
t E [0, ~~1 and denoting by z (t) the solution of the second equation of (1) with initial 

condition z (0) = zo, we find that z (~1) = r and consequently (y (~1)~ z (71)) E 

T,* (M), i.e. x0 E TTI (T,, (~4)). Thus the inclusion (7 ) holds and from this follows 

(6). Q. E. D. 
Now we shall give a number of assertions, without proof, concretizing the con- 

dition (4 ). We use the terminology given in [5 1. 

1”. All simplexes satisfy the condition (4 ). 

2”. If the polyhedrons P, C E”’ and P, C EY2 satisfy (4 ) , then the poly- 
hedron P = PI X P2 C E”’ X E”* also satisfies (4). 

3”. If a polyhedron p satisfies (4) and the point A ‘Z aff P, then the poly - 

hedron PI = conv (A IJ P) also satisfies (4). 
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Let the set P satisfy (4). 

4”. The set p is a polyhedron and all of its facade satisfies (4). 
Let Q be a facade of the polyhedron P and dim Q = dim P - 1. Let us 

denote by T a polyhedron such that extr T = extr P \ extr Q. 

5”. The polyhedron T is situated in an affine subspace parellel to aff Q, 
and is a translate of some facade of the polyhedron Q. 

From the above assertions it follows that for dim p = 1,2,3 a segment, tri- 
angle, parellelogram. tetrahedron. triangular prism. tetragonal pyramid with a parel- 

lelogram base and a parallelpiped, are the only figures satisfying the condition (4). 

&,v2 @;\\I,\, 
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Fig. 1 

Example. Let YOz denote a rectangular coordinate system, and let Eqs. (1) 
have the form 

ly’ = c, I z,If 1; z*= u, !ul< 1 

The function cp (y) = I - 1 TJ 1, and the set G = {y : I y ) < I}. The condition 
(5) is a Lipschitz condition with the constant equal to unity, and it holds, as well as 

(4), consequently according to the theorem just proved, T,” (M) = T, (Al). The latter 
set is nonempty when 0 \( x < 1 and has the form shown in Fig. 1 for 0 < r < V2 (a) 

and for I/, < T < 1 b . 
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